Dell PowerEdge M-Series modular blade enclosures and server blades can offer significant advantages in enterprise environments, including rapid deployment, increased rack density, and efficient energy use. Each PowerEdge M-Series server blade includes an Integrated Dell Remote Access Controller (iDRAC) that offers similar remote management and configuration capabilities as previous-generation DRACs while also introducing enhancements designed for simplified management, increased flexibility, and enhanced security.

UNDERSTANDING iDRAC MANAGEMENT AND SECURITY

Key iDRAC management features include the following:

- **Remote systems management and monitoring:** Allows administrators to remotely manage and monitor PowerEdge M-Series blades, including accessing system information and component status, through a Web browser–based graphical user interface (GUI), a local command-line interface (CLI) through console redirection, or a Server Management Command-Line Protocol (SM CLP) CLI over a Secure Shell (SSH) or Telnet connection.
- **Console redirection:** Provides remote system KVM (keyboard, video, mouse) functionality.
- **Virtual media:** Enables blades to access local media drives on a management station, or ISO CD or DVD images on a network share.
- **Access to system logs:** Includes the system event log, the iDRAC log, and the last crash screen of a crashed or unresponsive system that is independent of the OS state.
- **Platform events and alerts:** Provide warnings about potential problems through an e-mail message or Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) trap.
- **Remote power management:** Provides power management functions, such as shutdown and reset, from a remote management console.

Security is typically a top priority for enterprises, particularly in environments running remote management applications that transmit potentially sensitive data over the Internet. Key iDRAC security features include the following:

- **Support for Microsoft® Active Directory® authentication:** Centralizes iDRAC user IDs and passwords through the standard schema or an extended schema.
- **Role-based authority:** Enables administrators to configure specific privileges for each user.
- **Password-level security management:** Helps prevent unauthorized access to remote systems.
- Secure Web browser-based GUIs and SM CLP CLI: Support 128-bit Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) encryption as well as 40-bit SSL encryption for countries where 128-bit encryption is not acceptable (Telnet does not support SSL encryption)
- Session time-out configuration: Enables administrators to set the session time-out configuration (in seconds) through a Web browser-based GUI or SM CLP CLI
- Configurable IP ports: Enable administrators to customize IP ports (where applicable)
- SSH support: Uses an encrypted transport layer to help increase security
- Login failure limits: Enable administrators to configure login failure limits for each IP address, including login blocking from specific IP addresses when the limit is exceeded
- Limited IP address range configuration: Enables administrators to restrict the IP addresses of clients connecting to the iDRAC

The iDRAC uses an integrated system-on-chip processor for remote systems monitoring and management. The iDRAC is integrated on the system board with other server components in PowerEdge M-Series server blades, which are installed in PowerEdge M1000e modular blade enclosures along with modular power supplies, cooling fans, and redundant Chassis Management Controllers (CMCs). Each PowerEdge M1000e enclosure can contain up to 16 PowerEdge M-Series server blades, each equipped with its own iDRAC.

The iDRAC is responsible for managing the server blades, and the CMC is responsible for managing the enclosure. Each iDRAC combines with the CMC to coordinate the necessary power and cooling for the blades.

Similar to previous-generation DRACs, the iDRAC uses a flash file system that allows persistent administrator-defined configurations and up to 16 defined local users as well as support for Active Directory services to manage security. The iDRAC supports an integrated Web server that allows up to four DRAC administrators to be connected at the same time using a supported Web browser; at any given time, two administrators with redirection privileges may use the console redirection feature, and one administrator with virtual media privileges may use the virtual media feature.

**USING iDRAC MANAGEMENT INTERFACES**

The iDRAC supports multiple management interfaces to help maximize administrator flexibility, including the following:

- Dell OpenManage Server Administrator (OMSA): Installed on the managed server, OMSA provides a comprehensive Web browser-based GUI to configure and monitor server components using alerts and sensors.
- Racadm CLI: The racadm interface provides a scriptable CLI that enables administrators to configure iDRACs locally from the OS. Racadm is installed on the managed blade when administrators install OMSA. Administrators can inspect sensor data, system event log records, and current status and configuration values maintained in the iDRAC as well as alter the iDRAC configuration values, manage local users, enable and disable features, and perform functions such as shutting down or rebooting the managed server. The iDRAC does not support remote racadm.
- iDRAC virtual media CLI (iVM-CLI): The iVM-CLI provides managed blades access to media on the management station, which is useful for developing scripts to install operating systems on multiple blades.
- SSH and Telnet console: SSH (fully encrypted username and password) and Telnet connections are used to connect to the iDRAC to issue SM CLP commands. Only one SSH or Telnet client connection is supported at one time.
- SM CLP: Administrators can access the SM CLP CLI by logging in to the iDRAC using SSH or Telnet. SM CLP commands implement a subset of local racadm commands that are useful for scripting because administrators can execute them from a management station command line. Command output can be retrieved in well-defined formats, including XML, which is helpful for scripting and when integrating the commands with existing reporting and management tools.
- Intelligent Platform Management Interface (IPMI): IPMI defines a standard method for embedded management subsystems such as the iDRAC to communicate with other embedded systems and management applications. The iDRAC supports standard IPMI tools such as ipmitool and ipmishell.

---
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Understanding iDRAC Feature Enhancements

The iDRAC offers several key features in addition to standard remote blade management and configuration features, including an enhanced GUI, power monitoring functionality, enhanced virtual KVM functionality, enhanced virtual media functionality, and enhanced connectivity using the SM CLP CLI.

Enhanced GUI

The iDRAC Web browser-based GUI is designed to maintain a look and feel similar to those of previous-generation DRACs while offering additional configuration pages to enhance usability. For example, the Health page provides a single location for administrators to view the overall health of the blade the iDRAC is attached to (see Figure 1). Component warnings or alerts are identified in the Severity column, and administrators can click component links to view additional information.

Another enhancement is the addition of a power-on self-test (POST) code log and the ability to configure the blade first boot device. The POST Code page displays the last system POST code—a progress indicator from the system BIOS that indicates boot sequence stages from power up to reset and provides tracing information for boot-related errors—before booting the OS. The Boot Order page enables administrators to configure the parameters that direct the system boot following a system power up or reset (see Figure 2). These settings are saved in the system BIOS until the next system boot.

An additional page in the iDRAC Web browser-based GUI offers administrators a way to view and configure platform events and alerts, which can help reduce the platform's complexity (see Figure 3).

Power Monitoring Functionality

The iDRAC introduces a feature enabling administrators to monitor blade power consumption by viewing statistics for cumulative and peak power usage (see Figure 4). The cumulative system power statistic displays the total system power used by the blade, which can be reset to zero by authorized administrators. The system peak power statistic displays the maximum power (measured in watts and amps) that the server uses at one time.

Enhanced Virtual KVM Functionality

The Console Redirection page enables administrators to access the console redirect application and use the display, mouse,
keyboard, and CD or USB drive on the local management station
to control the corresponding devices on remotely managed sys-
tems. The enhanced iDRAC console redirection application sup-
ports both Microsoft ActiveX® and Java plug-ins. Administrators
can typically use the Java viewer in any Web browser, including
the Microsoft Internet Explorer® browser. If administrators access
the iDRAC using Internet Explorer running on a Microsoft
Windows® OS, they can choose either ActiveX or Java.

Enhanced virtual media functionality
The virtual media feature allows a floppy image, floppy drive, or
CD drive to be available on the system’s console as though the
image or drive were attached and connected to the local system.
For example, if administrators connect to virtual media on a blade
running Windows, the virtualized drive appears in Internet Explorer
as a drive with a new drive letter (such as E:\). The virtual media functionality is one enhancement for the
iDRAC that has been integrated into the console redirection
feature. Administrators with valid credentials can access the
virtual media features from within the Console Redirection
Configuration page, which provides a seamless interface between
the two features. Administrators can also use this page to con-
figure virtual media drives to attach, auto-attach, or detach
through the iDRAC (see Figure 5):

- **Attach:** The virtual media devices attach to the server at boot
time and appear as USB drives on the blade.
- **Auto-attach:** The virtual media devices automatically attach
to the server when a virtual media session starts.
- **Detach:** The virtual media devices detach from the blade; administrators cannot redirect the virtual media that uses this
setting.

The iDRAC also introduces the Media Redirection wizard,
which administrators can access by selecting Media > Virtual
Media Wizard, then use to connect or detach individual devices
without interrupting existing connections (see Figure 6).

Enhanced connectivity using the SM CLP CLI
The iDRAC supports a Distributed Management Task Force
(DMTF) Systems Management Architecture for Server Hardware
(SMASH)-compliant CLI accessible with the SSH and Telnet inter-
faces. The iDRAC SM CLP CLI is designed to provide an industry-
standard interface that enables interoperability over large,
heterogeneous hardware environments. The SM CLP CLI supports
industry-standard commands that allow administrators with
appropriate credentials to view the system event log and the blade
power status; power up, power down, or reset a blade; configure
iDRAC user account, LAN, and virtual media settings; configure
SSL Certificate Signature Request (CSR) generation; and view
Serial over LAN (SOL) redirection over SSH or Telnet.

Managing Dell PowerEdge Blade Servers
The iDRACs in Dell PowerEdge M-Series server blades provide
enhanced remote management and configuration features, includ-
ing enhanced Web browser-based GUls, console redirection and
virtual KVM functionality, virtual media functionality for virtual
access to device images and drives, and multiple interfaces to
help maximize administrator flexibility. These features are designed
to offer administrators powerful yet simplified control over
PowerEdge M-Series blade servers while helping increase flexibil-
ity and enhance security in their environments.
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